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OVERVIEW

Large property with classic Madrid architecture, in
extraordinary location, overlooking the Opera square.

198m² apartment in a prime Madrid location, right in the historic centre of the city
with views of Opera square, in a classic building dating back to 1850. It is just 1
minute to the Opera metro station in an area full of bars, restaurants and places of
interest.

A large hallway leads to the 2 living rooms which cover a total of approximately 60
m² and have 3 balconies. To the left there is a corridor leading to a bathroom and the
3 bedrooms, one of which is en suite. Finally we find the kitchen and the service
bedroom.

This apartment requires total renovation and has some interesting renovation
options. It would be possible, for example, to create an open plan living – dining
room with an open kitchen and to use the service bedroom and kitchen as a fabulous
master bedroom with a dressing area.

A spacious apartment with great renovation potential at the historic heart of Madrid.

lucasfox.com/go/mad5804

Lift, Period features, Period Building,
Natural light, High ceilings, To renovate,
Fireplace, Exterior, Balcony

Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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